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The distribution of intensities of KLn K -satell ites is nearly bino-
ct

mial, with parameter p., the mean L-shell vacancy probability per electron.

The chemical environment of an atom produces a shift, &p. of p. from its

value for an isolated target atom. ApL tends to increase as p increases,

so for greatest chemical sensitivity one wants p, as large as possible,

p increases with Z but, because it must remain <1, p must saturate for

large Z . Thus, little additional sensitivity is gained, for a given

target and impact speed, by using heavy-ion projectiles of charge greater

than some moderate value. We have made theoretical calculations of p. to

provide information on the rate of this saturation. Whereas all earlier

calculations have employed a single-particle model and a simple collision

approximation, we use the Hartree-Fock independent Fermi particle model,

which contains Pauli correlations, and refined coupled-channels collision

theory. Because of a tendency towerd random phases in the scattering

amplitudes, the intensity distribution is nearly binomial in most cases,

but has the possibility of deviating strongly when one or two channels are

dominant. We show, as a typical example, p, as a function of Z and E/A

for isolated Ar targets, where the tendency toward saturation appears for

F+9 and even for C + 6.
^ OQCCMENT IS UNUMITEO
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1. Introduction

K x-ray satellites are produced by the decay of atomic states with

a

one vacancy in the K shell and n vacancies in the L-shell (1 < n < 7), plus

any number of holes in the higher shells. For simplicity we assume here

that before the collision the L shell is full, thus limiting our con-

siderations to targets with ZT > 10. We denote the ion-atom collision

cross section for producing precisely the vacancies KLn (and leaving the

occupancies KL^~n) by o^~n~ . This cross section is said to be exclusive

with respect to the numbers of K- and L-shell holes, but inclusive with

respect to which of the K and L shell spin-orbitals are vacated and inclu-

sive of all processes pertaining to the higher shells [1]. Experiments at

sufficiently high resolution can distinguish fine structure (see, e.g.

[2]), which may correspond to a particular K and L shell multiplet

and/or to a particular number of M-shell holes, but we shall not consider

the fine structure here. In semi-classical collision theory, in which the

relative motion of the projectile with respect to the target is treated

classically,

= 2irjdb.b P^ n (b) (1)
8-n

= 2ir

where b is the impact parameter and P^ n~ (b), which we shall henceforth
KL

denote by p (b), is the inclusive probability for producing the specified

numbers of K- and L-shell vacancies during a collision at impact

parameter b.
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During the time between the collisional formation of tne initial

vacancies and the decay by emission of a K x-ray or Auger electron,

relaxation (vacancy rearrangement) processes generally occur. These con-

sist of intra-atomic rearrangments, which proceed even in an isolated,

monatomic target atom, and interatomic processes, which are responsible for

the "chemical" or "environmental" effects on the K satellites. In order
a

to obtain meaningful information from the chemical shifts, it is necessary

to have a good understanding of the initial vacancy distribution and the

intra-atomic processes, so as to be able to infer the magnitudes of the
inter-atomic processes. Suppose the relaxation processes lead to a time-

ly
dependent distribution of vacancies, P (b,t), where t is the time after the

collision. For simplicity, let us assume that all the relaxation occurs

before the decay, so that at the time of decay

- P*(b) = Pj(b,-). (2)

Then the initial and rearranged vacancy distributions are related by a

rearrangement matrix R, such that

n'=0 '

The "chemical" information is now contained in the differences between the

matrices R for different molecules or solids containng the specified kind

of target atom.



The mean branching ratio for decay of the KLn vacancy configurations

by x-ray emission, the KLn fluorescence y ie ld , wi l l be written as wn« The

normalized relative intensities of K x-ray satel l i tes, denoted here by
P

f (b) for a coll ision at impact parameter b, are proportional to u P (b).

To make the f 's a normalized (probability) distr ibut ion, we write

fn(b) = u)nPJ|(b) / 5(b) (4)

with (uo = 0)
o

7 R 7 1
»(b) = I u,nPnW - [ I f

n0>) / « n ]
n=0 n=0

I f one were to measure the projecti le scattering angle, which determines b,

then one could infer the P (b)'s from the x-ray intensities and the

measured or calculated fluorescence yields by using eqs. (4) and (5).

Until our recent work [3,4,1] the only theory of multiple vacancy pro-

duction in ion-atom collisions employed the single-particle model (SPM),

sometimes referred to as the independent electron approximation. In the

SPM one lets the average probability per electron of creating a vacancy in

a shell S be denoted by Ps(&)» and then assumes that the various holes are

stat is t ica l ly independent. The probability for KLn vacancy production then

involves simple counting, as in a purely non-quantal treatment, and is

given by

Pn(b) - (f) PK(b) [1 - PK(b)] • (*) pL(b)n [1 - pL(b)]8"n, (6)
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or its generalization to distinguish the L-subshells, a product of binomial

distributions for the K and the L shells. Because p (b) falls off with b

much more rapidly than p.(b), we may replace p (b) by an average value

Pi * Pi (0)« Then f (b) and <3(b) also may be replaced by values independent

of b. For the binomial distribution

<n>,
1

We may regard this as the definition of p. even in more general theories in

which the distribution is not exactly binomial.

In a few cases the initial vacancy distribution, as well as the

rearranged one, may be determined experimentally. Thus, for F", for which

measurements on LiF, MaF, KF, RbF, MgF , CaF , SrF , and BaF have been

made [5], the initial vacancy distribution can be inferred by scaling p.

from that for the isoelectronic, monatomic gas, Ne. Similarly, for Cl~

one could scale pM as well as p from Ar, for which Schmiedskamp et al. [6]

have evaluated them by measuring x-rays and calculating the intra-atomic

rearrangement resulting from L-MM Auger transitions. For most elements of

interest, however, an experimental determination of the initial vacancy

distribution is not available. In these cases one must rely on collision

theory, and a theory much more accurate than the SPM and a first-order

collision approximation is needed.

2. The independent Fermi particle model; coupled channels collision theory

Electron-electron correlations are known to be important in some

collision problems (see, e.g. [7]). A priori, it is not apparent why the
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binomial distribution, which is obtained by neglecting hole-hole correla-

tions, should give such a good fit to experimental vacancy distributions.

We have developed a multiple vacancy theory [3,4,1] which treats the target

in the Hartree-Fock independent Fermi particle model (IFPM), and thus con-

tains correlations arising from the Pauli Exclusion Principle. We found

that for multiple ionization the correlations largely cancel because of a

tendency of the scattering amplitudes, and hence of the off-diagonal terms

of the final density matrix, to have random phases. The resulting distri-

bution is nearly binomial and with a variance which is slightly less than

that of the binomial, in agreement with experiment.

Whereas first-order collision theories (SCA, BEA, Born) have not given

a very good account of the dependence of p. on the impact speed, par-

ticularly for highly charged projectiles, we have succeeded in this by

doing coupled-channels calculations [1,4]. Especially significant is the

ability to predict the speed at which p, reaches a maximum. Our absolute

values of p. tend to be somewhat larger than the experimental ones. Part

of this discrepancy occurs because the calculations are for fully stripped

projectiles, whereas, the experiments almost always have some range of

ionic charges and the projectile electrons screen the nuclear charge. A

second reason is that the IFPM fails to incorporate enough binding for the

final multiple-vacancy states (the problem of non-additivity of first ioni-

zation potentials [1]). Shake-off, which is especially important for light

targets and for hypersatellites (two K holes), has also been included in

the theory [4,1].
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3. The saturation of p. with Z

An important question for the experimentalist interested in obtaining

optimal information on environmental effects is the choice of ionic projec-

tile. These effects, e.g. the chemical shift Ap,,tend to increase with the

initial number of L-shell vacancies, 8pL- The latter increases with pro-

jectile charge, Z . For small Z , p. is proportional to Z2, in accordance

with first order ionization theory (Born approximation). However, as p. is

a probability, it must saturate at p L = 1 for large Z . If a large p. value

is reached for a relatively small Z , there is little additional sen-

sitivity to be gained by using projectiles of higher charge, which are less

readily available. Thus, the rate of saturation of p. with Z is of

interest in designing K -satellite experiments as well as in interpreting

them.

Figure 1 gives a semi-log plot of p. in argon vs. E/A for projectiles

with Z = 1,2,6,9, and 14. Our calculated peak value occurs near 0.5 MeV

for protons and moves to above 1 MeV/amu as Z increases to 9. The calcu-

lated values are slightly larger than the experimental for Z < 6; for

Z = 9 and 14 they overestimate the data by up to a factor 1.7.

Nevertheless, the calculations show that p L tends to saturate as Z

increases. We emphasize that all first order treatments completely miss

the saturation effect; they predict p. « Z2, which implies p. > 1 for large

Z . The saturation in the coupled-channels calculations is shown clearly

in Fig. 2, which gives L p

Our calculations also yield SPM values of pM- These are in fair

agreement with estimates [6] for E/A > 1.44 MeV/amu obtained by comparing
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the experimental energy shifts of Ka satel l i te peaks with theoretical

shifts calculated by Bhalla for various numbers of M-shell vacancies. At

E/A = 1.0 MeV/amu, near the peak in p., we find p is 0.85 for F and 0.93

for Si projectiles. Thus, most of the M-shell electrons are "blown off" ,

so that intra-atomic relaxation processes involving M-shell electrons are

not expected to be very important. This enhances the sensitivity to chemi-

cal effects in compounds of elements near argon.

The theory i l lustrated here for argon can be applied to any target

atom for which special relat iv i ty is not important, and for any bare pro-

jec t i le with Z < ZT at energies where charge transfer is small relative to

direct ionization.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 - Mean L-shell vacancy probability per electron, p., in argon vs.

impact energy per nucleon. The open symbols and curves connecting

them represent our coupled-channels calculations. The

corresponding fu l l symbols are for experimental data [6 ] . The

projectiles are protons (inverted triangles), alphas (circles),

C6+ (triangles), F9+ (squares), and Si11+ + (diamonds).

Fig. 2 - Coupled-channels values of pL from f i g . 1 divided by Z2 to exhibit

their decrease with Z relative to the prediction of f irst-order

theories.
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